A thermodynamic and mutational analysis of an RNA purine loop as a protein binding site.
The thermal stability and protein binding of a 36 nucleotide RNA hairpin containing an internal loop were studied under various solution conditions. Yeast ribosomal protein L32 binds to its transcript and small RNAs which reproduce the L32 transcript's secondary structure have been examined. Replacement of the internal loop with canonical base pairs did not affect the salt dependence of the melting temperature suggesting that both molecules adopt a linear shape. Several electrostatic contacts are formed on binding to a ribosomal fusion protein, but Mg+2 is not required for binding. The RNA protein complex is stable up to 50 degrees C. Two internal loop deletion mutants have similar thermodynamic stabilities and chemical and enzymatic reactivities, but fail to bind the fusion protein. However, several of the internal loop bases of the deletion mutants are moderately reactive to chemical agents whereas the wild type loop sequence displayed a mixed pattern of protection and hyperreactivity.